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Mr. Francis Lui is the Vice Chairman of Galaxy Entertainment Group. He is also currently serving as a Committee Member of the 12th Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference.
Mr. Lui received his early education in Hong Kong and completed his tertiary education in the United States, where he received his Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering and Master of Science degree in structural
engineering, both from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1977 and 1979 respectively. He started working for K. Wah Group (―the Group‖), which was founded by his father, immediately after his graduation. Starting at
an entry-level position, Mr. Lui was promoted to Project Manager and gradually worked his way up to his current position as Vice Chairman of K. Wah Group, Executive Director of Hong Kong-listed K. Wah International
Holdings and Vice Chairman of Hong Kong-listed Galaxy Entertainment Group (―GEG‖) (formerly known as K. Wah Construction Materials Limited). In addition, Mr. Lui is an executive director of various subsidiary companies
under the Group. With over 35 years of experience in the fields of construction, property development and business management, Mr. Lui oversees the overall development and operational management of the Group and
GEG. To advance his knowledge of business administration, Mr. Lui attended Stanford University in 2000 for further education.
Vice Chairman

Mr. Lui started investing in Mainland China after its ―open-door policy‖ and economic reforms came into effect in the 1980s. Over the past decades, he has accumulated a significant portfolio of investments in property
Galaxy Entertainment Group development and construction material projects in cities such as Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Nanjing, Shanghai, Huzhou and Beijing.
In 2012, the Macau SAR Government awarded Mr. Lui the Medal of Merit for Tourism in acknowledgement of his promotion of tourism and cultural diversity in Macau.
In addition to his business interests, Mr. Lui also serves in a number of government positions in Mainland China, Macau and Hong Kong. Among other honors and titles, Mr. Lui is an honorary citizen of Guangzhou, Shenzhen
and Jiangmen, Committee Member of the 12th Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference Committee, Member of the 8th National Congress of Returned Overseas Chinese and the Family Members of Overseas
Chinese, Executive Director of the Chamber of Tourism of the All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, and Honorary Member of the Board of Directors of Nanjing University. In Macau and Hong Kong, he is Honorary
President of the Association of Macau Travel Industry Professionals, Director of the Macao Chamber of Commerce and Counsellor of Our Hong Kong Foundation.

Francis Lui

GGRAsia
Principal

Michael Grimes

Managing Director

Union Gaming Group

Grant Govertsen
Praveen Choudhary is a managing director and heads research for Asian Gaming, Asian Conglomerates, and Hong Kong property at Morgan Stanley. He co-led the Hong Kong category to rank #1 in the 2014 and 2015
Institutional Investor All Asia Research Team polls. He has been ranked in the Asian Gaming & Lodging sector each year from 2011 to 2015. He joined the Firm in 2002, prior to which he worked at Deutsche Bank's
investment banking division. He has a degree in Electronics Engineering and an MBA from the Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta.
Managing Director

Morgan Stanley

Praveen
Choudray
As Vice President of Operations Planning and Analysis at The Innovation Group, Michael Zhu has been applying a comprehensive analytical skill set while exploiting a unique cultural background, and leveraging his in-depth
development and operational experience in the gaming, leisure, and hospitality industries. Michael is recognized as a featured professional in Global Gaming Business ―40 Under 40‖ Class of 2015 that represents the next
generation of leaders in the gaming industry worldwide, and he also sits on the advisory board for Asia Gaming Brief.
Based in the firm’s Denver office, Michael is in charge of a diverse set of project initiatives, including feasibility studies, market assessments, business analysis, and operational optimization. His main focus is on mid- and
large-scale IR development and operations in the US, Asia-Pacific, and European markets, with high profile assignments completed in Macau, Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, South Korea, UK, Italy, France,
Sweden, Greece, Russia, Georgia, Czech Republic, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, and scores of US states/territories/tribal reservations.
Vice President, Operations
Planning & Analysis

The Innovation Group

Michael started expanding his professional horizons within the United States at Las Vegas Sands Corporation, where he established his expertise in strategic planning, business analysis, financial modeling, and operational
excellence in the full domain of casino, hotel, food and beverage, MICE, entertainment, retail, and cross-functional businesses at a global level. Prior to his years at LVS, Michael worked in various management positions for
hospitality agencies and companies throughout the Asia-Pacific region.
Michael holds a Master of Business Administration in Hospitality Management from the prestigious School of Hotel Administration at Cornell University, as well as a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy from Peking University in
China. He was a Fellow of the United States National Committee on U.S. – China Relations in Washington, DC and of the East-West Center in Honolulu, Hawaii. Michael speaks fluent Mandarin and Shanghai dialect.

Michael Zhu

Tim is a co-founder of Australian Listed regional casino operator Silver Heritage Group who manage casinos near to Hanoi and in Kathmandu and who are building South Asia’s first integrated resort on the Nepal-Indian
border. Today Tim manages the strategy and business development of the Group and has key responsibilities for growing the business in its existing markets as well as the development of strategic partnerships.

President of Business
Development and Marketing

Silver Heritage Group

Tim Shepherd
Ed Bowers is SVP Global Development for MGM Resorts International. He manages MGM’s international and domestic development efforts.
Ed joined MGM in February 2003 and has been integrally involved in the company’s development activities in Asia, Europe and the United States. During the past four years the MGM development team, under Ed’s
leadership, has won gaming licenses in Springfield, Massachusetts and in Prince George’s County, Maryland near Washington DC. In December 2016 MGM National Harbor successfully opened for business and MGM
Springfield is slated to open in 2018.
Senior Vice President Global
Development

As Representative Officer and CEO of MGM Resorts Japan, Ed is responsible for overseeing MGM’s development efforts in Japan.
MGM Resorts International
Ed started his career with Arthur Andersen’s audit practice in Cambridge, United Kingdom in 1988 and transferred to Andersen’s Las Vegas office in 1994. As well as managing the audits of some of the gaming industry’s
major players, Ed provided strategic development consulting and M&A advice to a wide range of enterprises, including operators, gaming associations and businesses contemplating entering the gaming industry.
Ed qualified as a Chartered Accountant in England in 1991, having previously graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree, First Class Honors in Spanish from Durham University, United Kingdom.

Ed Bowers

Partner

PwC Consulting South Korea

Glenn Burm
Prof. Vinh completed his Master's program and Doctoral Fellowship at Georgetown University School of Foreign Service, Washington, D.C. (1978) and Catholic University of America (1983), respectively. In 1981, he was
awarded a three-year Ph.D. Fellowship by the US National Institutes of Health and has been subsequently recommended by several US Senators and Congressmen for a Presidential Special Assistant position. He served as
political appointee in the first Reagan-Bush administration.
Chairman & CEO

Stellar Management Corp.

Augustine Ha Ton
Vinh
He has vast knowledge and 25 years consulting experience related to city planning and project management of urban development. He has worked to maximize land value through redevelopment projects in Japan, China and
the Philippines, and also negotiated with government to get a development permit and building permit.
He also has experiences as the developer of an integrated resort project on 44 hectare site in Manila Philippines, where he was a former representative of the owner and took charge of the casino launch during 2011-2014. He
also finalized the casino operational manuals among four locators with the Regulator.
Senior Manager, Integrated
Resort Team

PwC Japan

Masahiro Terada
Peter has been Director Regulatory Affairs with The Agenda Group since 2011. Previously, he was the Executive Commissioner and CEO of the Victorian Commission for Gambling Regulation from 2002 to 2010 responsible
for all aspects of gambling regulation in Victoria including regulatory oversight of a casino, gaming machines, lottery operators, a parimutuel operator, bookmakers, keno and charitable gaming. Peter’s main areas of
expertise are providing gambling policy advice to governments and regulators, recommending improvements in regulatory processes and assisting industry to achieve improved regulatory compliance
Director, Regulatory Affairs

The Agenda Group

Peter Cohen
Mr. Walker is Vice President of Marketing, International Development at Galaxy Entertainment Group (―GEG‖).
He brings over 20 years experience in branding, integrated marketing and strategic communications to the Group.
VP Marketing

Galaxy Entertainment

Prior to joining GEG, Mr. Walker was the Hong Kong Managing Director of international marketing communications consultancy Golin. During his tenure with the firm, he was responsible for providing strategic
communications, brand positioning and messaging, crisis and issues management, event management, media relations and sponsorship activation counsel to a wide range of blue chip clients, including GEG for whom he
provided counsel from pre-opening of Galaxy Macau in 2010 through the grand opening of both Phase 1 in 2011 and Phase 2 in 2015.
Jeremy has a BA (hons) degree in Business and Marketing from Northumbria University, Newcastle Business School in the UK.

Jeremy Walker

Publisher

Global Gaming Business

Roger Gros is publisher of Global Gaming Business magazine, the leading trade publication for the gaming industry. He has also been president of Casino Connection International, the magazines’ parent company since
2001. CCI also publishes Casino Style magazine, Tribal Government Gaming magazine, G2E Preview magazine and GGB News, the only weekly online magazine covering the gaming industry. He is also CEO of
iGamingPlayer.com, one of the first online gaming marketing affiliates to be licensed by the New Jersey Division of Gaming Enforcement. Prior to joining CCI, Gros was president of Inlet Communications, an independent
consulting firm. He was vice president of Casino Journal Publishing Group from 1984-2000, and was editor of Casino Journal, the National Gaming Summary and founding editor of Casino Player magazine. He was a cofounder of the American Gaming Summit (1995) and the Southern Gaming Summit (1994) conferences and trade shows. Gros was named ―Businessman of the Year‖ for 1998 by the Greater Atlantic City Chamber of
Commerce, and was presented with the ―Lifetime Achievement‖ honor at the 2012 G2E by the American Gaming Association. Gros is also the author of How to Win at Casino Gambling, published in 1996 by Carlton Books,
one of the best-selling gambling books ever. In 2013, Gros launched iGamingPlayer.com, one of the first American affiliate-marketing partners active in the U.S. market, working with such companies as Caesars Interactive,
888, Borgata, Betfair and otherse. He is frequently quoted as an independent industry expert in the New York Times, the Las Vegas Sun and Review Journal, the Los Angeles Times, the South China Morning Post, the Boston
Globe, New York Post, Newsweek, the Washington Post, Forbes and other major print media, and appeared on CNN, CNBC, ABC, NBC, ESPN, the Travel Channel, the Discovery Channel and other local television and radio
outlets.

Roger Gros

President

Sands China Ltd.

Dr. Wilfred Wong joined Sands China Ltd., a subsidiary of Las Vegas Sands Corp., in November 2015 as its President and Chief Operating Officer. He has over 40 years of extensive hands-on management and business
development experience in both property development and construction business sector for a number of Hong Kong listed companies. He recently served as Chairman and CEO of Hsin Chong Construction Group. Dr. Wong
was also a member of the Hong Kong Basic Law Consultative Committee; member of the Preliminary Working Committee and subsequently the Preparatory Committee responsible for establishing the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region. Dr. Wong was also elected a member of the National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China for 15 years from 1997 to 2012. He is currently the Chairman of the Hong Kong Arts
Development Council, Deputy Chairman of the Hong Kong Film Development Council and Chairman of the Asian Film Awards Academy. He is a graduate of the University of Hong Kong and obtained a Master in Public
Administration degree from Harvard University, USA. He also studied a post graduate program at Oxford University, United Kingdom.

Wilfred Wong
As Chief Executive Officer, International of IGT PLC, Walter Bugno is responsible for the management and strategic development of the International region. He works directly with IGT PLC’s management teams to
implement the Company’s vision through the ongoing delivery of value to customers, shareholders, and employees.
Mr. Bugno leads the Company’s lottery, gaming, and interactive businesses throughout Europe (except Italy), as well as in the Middle East, Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa, and the Asia-Pacific region. He also
oversees private manager agreement opportunities across these regions.
CEO, International

IGT

He joined GTECH S.p.A. (formerly known as Lottomatica Group) in July 2010 as President and CEO of SPIELO International (now integrated into GTECH). He led the business by capitalizing on the many growth
opportunities in the gaming industry, and overseeing the Company’s long-term strategic direction. In 2012, Mr. Bugno’s portfolio expanded to include the Company’s interactive business. Under his leadership, SPIELO
experienced substantial growth and became a major contributor to the Company’s total earnings.
From 2006 to 2009, Mr. Bugno was the CEO of Casinos for Tabcorp Holdings Limited, Australia’s premier gambling and entertainment group. During his tenure with Tabcorp, Mr. Bugno transformed the business from being
product-driven to customer-driven by revitalizing the customer casino experience with new loyalty programs, products, and customer service. Some of his successes included a new 12-year exclusive casino license with the
New South Wales government, expansion of gaming products, and increases in market share.

Walter Bungo

Group Chief Executive of
Gaming

Scientific Games

Prior to Tabcorp, Mr. Bugno was President of Campbell Soup Company in Asia Pacific from 2002 to 2006. He was responsible for Campbell’s food products, manufacturing, and distribution. He was previously Managing
Derik Mooberry serves as Scientific Games' Executive Vice President, Group Chief Executive of Gaming. Before joining the company in November 2014, Mooberry served as Senior Vice President of Games, Table Game
Products, and Interactive Research & Development for Bally Technologies and oversaw Bally's business in Mexico and South America. He has also held roles as Bally's Senior Vice President of Games and Vice President of
Products and Operations, responsible for games, systems, and server-based solutions, product management, technology development, and global operations. Additionally, he served as Bally's Vice President of Games Sales
and Operations in the Americas, responsible for Bally's games and gaming operations business throughout North America, the Caribbean, Central and South America. Mooberry previously served as Bally Technologies' Vice
President, Western Regional System Sales. In that capacity, he played a key role in the signing of several major Bally Systems customers. Mooberry has more than 20 years of gaming industry experience and is also a
Certified Public Accountant in Nevada (U.S.)

Derik Mooberry
John Shigley is Chief Operating Officer of Gaming for MGM China Holdings Limited. In this role he is responsible for all aspects of casino and hospitality operations for MGM MACAU. Additionally, he is overseeing all
aspects of casino planning for MGM COTAI.
Prior to moving to Macau in 2013, John was President and Chief Operating Officer of MGM Grand Ho Tram, Vietnam, responsible for planning and implementing the staffing, marketing and operations of the first international
quality casino resort in Vietnam.
Chief Operating Officer

Gaming, MGM China
Holdings, Ltd.

From 2005 to 2011, John was Executive Vice President at MGM Grand Hotel-Las Vegas. Starting as Chief Financial Officer, in 2008 he took responsibility for operations, development, and strategic planning.
Between 1986 and 2005, John held executive positions with New York, New York, Caesars Palace, Caesars Tahoe, and the Primadonna Corporation. These positions included responsibilities from Finance and Human
Resources to Casino Operations and Marketing, Hotel, Food & Beverage and Entertainment. John held positions from AVP of Financial Planning to Chief Financial Officer of a public company to President of Caesars Palace.
John started his career with Coopers and Lybrand, CPAs. He received his BS in Accountancy from Northern Illinois University and is currently a licensed CPA.

John Shigley

Managing Director, Austalia,
New Zealand and
International

Aristocrat Technologies

Mitchell has been with Aristocrat for over 12 years, working across several regions including the United States, Asia Pacific and most recently Australia in a variety of senior roles. Mitchell is responsible for the definition and
creation of the overall ANZ and International Class III business strategy, with a strong focus on product portfolio development, research, insights and commercial strategy. He has a B.Science from Macquarie University and
an MBA from the University of Technology Sydney and prior to Aristocrat, held several senior roles in the sporting and pharmaceutical industries. Mitchell is a key leader of the Aristocrat team and is based out of the company
offices in North Ryde, Sydney.

Mitchell Bowen
A dynamic professional who has in-depth experience conducting strategic and financial analysis in a variety of industries, Michael is a valuable asset for The Innovation Group. Michael joined the company in April of 2015 and
currently serves as Director, Operations Planning. Prior to joining the company, Michael worked primarily in the investment management industry, where he held a variety of research-oriented roles.
Based in The Innovation Group’s Denver office, Michael’s work covers a diverse array of scopes, clients, and geographies—ranging from full support for an operator’s preliminary gaming license bid to an Asian government,
to a feasibility study for a hotel expansion in Southern California. While Michael has worked with both domestic and international clients, he maintains a focus on the Asian-Pacific markets.
Director, Operations Planning

Mike Vanaskie

The Innovation Group

CEO and Founder

GamePlan Consultants

Sudhir Kalé, Ph.D., is Founder of GamePlan Consultants, a boutique firm that offers high value consulting to the gaming industry in the areas of Marketing, Customer Experience, and Analytics. He has published more than
100 papers on the marketing and management of gaming organizations. Dr. Kalé has consulted for casinos and clubs on five continents. He has been quoted in leading media including The Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, Bloomberg, and the Financial Review, and has appeared on several leading television talk shows.
Dr. Kalé has also served as an academic at University of Illinois, Arizona State University, National University of Singapore, University of South Carolina, and Bond University. His research on marketing, management, and
gaming has been cited in over 3,000 publications. In his consulting practice, Dr. Kale combines the rigour of an academic with the hands-on orientation of a practitioner.

Sudhir Kale

Director of Gaming Optimization
& Marketing Analytics

Marina Bay Sands

Dex Tan

Dex Tan is the Director of Gaming Optimization and Marketing Analytics at Marina Bay Sands, Singapore. He joined the Integrated Resort in 2010 as Senior Analyst in the Database Marketing Team. In the next 7 years with
the company, he has developed a series of data marts and designed an in-house CRM platform that allowed Marketing Teams to have access to meaningful consolidated customer profiles which enabled the teams to reach
out to customers in a more targeted approach. He also established processes to measure and evaluate event pro-forma and post-event analyses. Through studying of customer behaviors, preferences, spending patterns and
associating them to product performance, he uncovered opportunities to increment and optimize revenue.
In his current role, Dex oversees two areas - Gaming Optimization and Marketing Analytics, the former responsible for providing in-depth analyses of Slot and Table Game products and the latter looks at customer and
marketing analytics via statistical methodologies. Moving forward, he is focused on innovating real-time predictive analytics via a big data platform, incorporating complex transactional data and unstructured video analytics a big leap for data analytics in the integrated resort industry.
Jeba Kingsley is Vice President of Gaming at Scientific Games, a leading developer of technology-based products and services and associated content for worldwide gaming, lottery and interactive markets.
He is responsible for overseeing, managing and executing all casino-management systems products and solutions, including the Company’s Big Data solution Praxis Analytics, which must meet the unique requirements of
gaming jurisdictions the world over.
Kingsley joined Scientific Games following the Company’s acquisition of Bally Technologies in 2014. Previously from 2006-2014, he served at Bally Technologies in various roles of increasing responsibility with the
Company’s casino systems division, ending his tenure as Senior Director of Technical & Professional Services and Product Manager for the Emerging Media Group in which Kingsley’s team was responsible for the technical
installations of all Bally systems products.

Jeba Kingsley

Vice President of Gaming

Scientific Games
Kingsley’s Technical & Professional Services team at Bally grew from five to 400+ employees, working in partnership with customers to create products including Service Tracking Manager™; Promotional Kiosk; Power
Loyalty™, Bally HUB™ and Beverage Ordering Service System (―BOSS‖), which are now part of Scientific Games’ casino systems portfolio.
Prior to joining Bally Technologies, Kingsley garnered more than 12 years of experience with Manhattan Associates, managing services and installations for warehouse-management products.
He earned an Engineering degree in Computer Science from Bharathidasan University in Tiruchirappalli, India.

Dr. Subhash Challa is the founder and CEO of Video-IoT data analytics company delivering breakthrough solutions to Casino Operators and Smart cities across the globe. He is a one of the world's leading authorities in data
science specialising in the analysis and integration of video and sensor data with other enterprise data to increase revenue and reduce costs of operations of businesses.

CEO and Founder

SenSen Networks

He received his Ph.D. from QUT in 1999. He was a visiting scholar at Harvard University and Tan-Chin Tau fellow at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. He founded SenSen as a spin off from University of
Technology Sydney and joined as full time CEO in January 2012 after leaving a successful career in academia. Since then, Subhash has lead the development of the Video-IoT platform SenDISA and its applications to
diverse market segments including Gaming, Intelligent Transportation, Security and Retail.
He is a co-author of the reference text "Fundamentals of Object Tracking", Cambridge University Press. He co-authored over 150 publications in the field of data science and developed commercial solutions that are used by
several blue chip custmoers around the world including Crown Casino, Abu Dhabi Airport, Singapore LTA, City of Brisbane, City of Copenhagen.

Dr. Subhash
Challa

Alidad Tash has been in the gaming industry since 2000. His most recent position was Senior Vice President of Gaming Operations & Strategy at Melco Crown Entertainment from 2010 to 2016. Reporting to the COO, he
oversaw 5,000+ employees in the Table Games and Gaming Machines departments at three Macau properties (City of Dreams, Studio City and Altira) plus the Analytics and Revenue Management departments. He guided
the company into becoming the ultimate premium mass destination in Macao since 2012, posting the highest win per table figures and featuring the highest table minimums. He also increased City of Dream's mass tables
hold percentage from an industry-average 21% when he joined, to an industry-leading 36% when he left.
Alidad's worked for 10 years at the Las Vegas Sands Corporation (five each in Las Vegas Venetian and Venetian Macau), overseeing casino marketing analysis and gaming optimization.
SVP, Gaming & Strategy

Benchmark Solutions Ltd.
Prior to joining the casino industry, Alidad worked in the medical statistics and credit card fields in the US.
Alidad has obtained two master’s degrees in the United States; one in Mechanical Engineering (Dynamic Systems, Control & Robotics) from University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB), and the other in Statistics from
University of Southern California (USC).

Alidad Tash
Ken Jolly, Scientific Games' Vice President and Managing Director, Asia, brings extensive global gaming industry experience. His gaming career started over 37 years ago in New South Wales, Australia and includes gaming
industry technical, sales, fiscal control, senior management, and business development. During the last 22 years, Jolly’s international market roles have included General Manager of New Zealand, Vice President of Sales,
Service & Marketing in the Americas (North, South America & Canada), General Manager of Sales and Marketing for Europe, and General Manager of Asia-Pacific for a leading global publicly traded gaming technology
company.
Vice President, Asia Pacific

Scientific Games

Jolly has additionally served as the Executive Vice President & General Manager of a global Japanese gaming manufacturer with responsibility for Australia, Asia, Europe and Africa. Jolly spearheaded Shuffle Master’s Asian
business through a period of growth and market expansion. In this role, Jolly focused on the live table side of the gaming industry (Tables & Utilities) in addition to his previous knowledge of electronic gaming (EGMs). For the
past 10 years, Jolly has been based in Macau, the largest gaming revenue market in the world.

Ken Jolly
Mr. Wilson Lu is the Regional Director of North Asia at Agilysys, a leading technology company providing advanced software solutions for point of sale, property management, analytics, mobile solutions, and services to the
gaming and hospitality industry. He is responsible for driving business growth through building lasting connections within the industry and helping customers enhance the guest experience through technology. Wilson has
more than 13 years’ experience in the global gaming market while serving in various roles at Agilysys. Prior to that he attended California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo for a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.
Regional Director North Asia
Wilson Lu

Agilysis

VP Mobile since May 2014 responsible for IGT's consumer facing land based and interactive gaming products including PlaySpot. From 2004-2014, co-founder and CEO of Probability plc, a pioneer in mobile gambling.
Probability was sold to GTECH in 2014 (GTECH acquired IGT in 2015). In 1999, Mr Cohen founded beenz.com inc., the first digital currency for the web, which grew to 300 employees in 12 countries, raising $98m to a value
of $300m and was sold in 2001 to Carlson Inc. Educated at Oxford University (Politics, Philosophy and Economics BA 1989-1992). Lives in London.
VP of Mobile and Interactive

IGT

Charles Cohen

Director

Macao Gaming Inspection
and Coordination Bureau

o 1st December 2015 till present, Director of Gaming and Inspection Coordination Bureau
o 1st December 2009 till present, Assistant Prosecutor of Public Prosecutions Office
o 22nd June 1998, Prosecutor
o 1995 to 1998, the Head of Translation Centre of Public Administration and Civil Service Bureau

Paulo Martins
Chan

Managing Partner

Steve Gallaway is a managing partner at Global Market Advisors. His areas of expertise include gaming market assessments, hotel and casino feasibility studies, operational reviews and marketing analysis.
Mr. Gallaway has completed over 300 feasibility studies, with a strong focus on international gaming operations and integrated resort development. He has worked on more than 60 projects in Asia, Western and Eastern
Europe, the Caribbean, Central America, Canada and Australia. His knowledge and understanding of emerging markets, particularly those in Asia, has led him to advise institutional investors on new market opportunities in
those regions, as well as an advisor on established markets.
Global Market Advisors, LLC Steve is a visiting lecturer at the University of Nevada Reno’s School of Continuing Education where he teaches a class on casino feasibility analysis and marketing measurement. He is a periodic contributor to Global
Gaming Business Magazine and has spoken at G2E Las Vegas, the Asian Gaming Congress and the Macau Gaming Show.
Mr. Gallaway graduated from Boston College with a B.A. in Economics.

Steven M.
Gallaway

Senior Partner

Robert Boughner is a Senior Partner at Global Market Advisors. Prior to joining GMA as a Senior Partner, Mr. Boughner served as Executive Vice President and Chief Business Development Officer of Boyd Gaming
Corporation where he served in a variety of senior executive positions. Mr. Boughner was Chief Executive Officer of Borgata, where he directed the design, development and operations of the $1.6 billion integrated resort in
Atlantic City. The Borgata remains one of the most successful gaming destinations in North America.
Mr. Boughner led much of Boyd’s expansion into new markets across the United States. He has overseen the design and development of numerous gaming, dining, nightlife and entertainment venues. Mr. Boughner also has
Global Market Advisors, LLC extensive experience in various administrative disciplines including Information Technologies, Human Resources, Risk Management and Regulatory Compliance.
In 2007, Mr. Boughner and the Hotel College at the University of Nevada Las Vegas established the Bob Boughner Career Services Center to assist students in the pursuit of employment in the hospitality, tourism and gaming
industry.

Robert Boughner
Andrew S. Zarnett, Managing Director, currently serves as Deutsche Bank’s Gaming, Lodging and Leisure High Yield Debt Analyst, Co-Head of High Yield Research and a member of the Executive Committee of the Leverage
Debt Group. Previously, from 1996 – 1999 he was the Senior Gaming Equity Analyst, Gaming, Lodging and Leisure at Ladenburg Thalmann & Co., Inc. where he also served as a member of the Board of Directors. Before
joining Ladenburg Thalmann, Mr. Zarnett was the Assistant to the Chairman, Furman Selz, LLC.
Mr. Zarnett is frequently quoted in both the trade and national press, including the Wall Street Journal, New York Times and the Las Vegas Review Journal.
Managing Director

Deustche Bank Securities

He is currently a member of the Board of the American Gaming Association and the National Center for Responsible Gaming. He has been a panelist at many industry events including G2E, G2E Asia, World Gaming
Executive Summit and IHRSA. He was also a lecturer at University of Nevada Reno Annual Executive Development Program for Senior Level Casino Executives.
In 1985 Mr. Zarnett received a BA degree in Economics from York University. In 1988 Mr. Zarnett received his MBA in Finance, from Babson College.

Andrew Zarnett
Lewis Stanton is Co-founder and CEO of Mars World Enterprises, Inc.. which is developing an authentic creation of a city of the future on Mars: ―Mars World.‖ Mars World™ will be a highly-immersive, mixed-use, locationbased entertainment destination, which will include themed attractions, luxury resort & spa, entertainment venues, retail, restaurants, theaters, and casino (where allowed). The intention is to open Mars World™ locations
around the world. Mr. Stanton is a several time CEO, and was previously COO and CFO of a public company which provided technology to the hospitality and gaming industries.
CEO

Mars World Enterprises, Inc.

CEO

KMiGaming

Lewis Stanton
Keith McDonnell

Chief International Officer

DraftKings

―Keith has been in the International Online Gambling sector for almost 17 years. He filled senior strategic roles within the online divisions of William Hill, UK Tote and Bodog Europe and, having spent time running bodog88 in
the Philippines, set up kmigaming.com in 2011 to assist Operators, both Asian and European, with areas such as Licensing, Operational set up, Recruitment, Product & Marketing Strategy and Sponsorship. More recently,
Keith has taken a number of shareholdings in niche industry businesses and non-gaming ventures and is regular attendee at most key European and Asian Gaming Conferences‖.
Jeffrey Haas is the Chief International Officer of DraftKings, a leading Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) destination that is the fastest-growing company in the industry since its launch in 2012. Haas oversees DraftKings’ business
expansion into new markets outside the United States and manages the International operations team in the United Kingdom. Haas is a business development veteran with more than twelve years’ experience opening
markets for new gaming products around the world. Before joining DraftKings, he worked in the international gaming where he gained his extensive knowledge in international business development, commercial law,
regulatory compliance, game design and public affairs efforts around the world. He led award-winning online and mobile product innovation teams for PokerStars and oversaw live gaming operations in more than 40
jurisdictions. Haas previously managed the Discovery Channel’s Interactive Group in Canada and worked as an independent consultant for numerous technology, financial, media and gaming companies. Haas resides in
London, England with his wife and children.

Jeffrey Haas
Valéry Bollierhas over thirteen years of experience in the iGaming industry. He is a regular speaker at industry conferences and seminars, as well as a contributor to various B2B publications. Equipped with a passion for
Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) and ''Big Data'', Bollier is the co-founder and CEO ofOulala, a revolutionary fantasy football game which was launched four years ago.
CEO

Oulala Games

Valery Bollier

Harmen
Brenninkmeijer

Managing Partner

Dynamic Partners

Harmen has a long-standing track record in regulated gaming sectors across emerging markets. His company Dynamic Partners is focused on providing technical solutions as part of a company or independently to
challenges and opportunities the gaming industry faces.
Harmen has worked in over 65 countries actively supplying gaming equipment, advising and developing gaming businesses. Until recently Harmen was full time VP Strategic Markets for Inspired Gaming Group (INGG)
responsible for building the company internationally. Prior Harmen was founder and CEO of Octavian Global Technologies, a $90m casino technology supplier with over 35k networked slot machines and operations in 10+
countries. Before founding Octavian, Harmen partnered with the Gauselman Group to establish Avalon Casino Management as it’s CEO and started in 1991 into the gaming industry as the agent followed as the CEO of
Mikohn Europe developing their position across the world.

Hai Ng is the co-founder of Spawn Point—a global firm dedicated to creating opportunity at the intersection of esports and life. The company’s North American operation partners with integrated resorts, regulators, educators
and operators to create esports-centered synergies between industries.
Hai Ng

CEO

Neomancer

Hai has been a player, game designer, developer, and more within the industry throughout his life. With more than three decades of experience in technology, and more than a decade in gaming, his breadth and depth of
experience fuels solutions that thrive at the intersection between industries.
Hai is a regular contributor to iGaming Business, and section editor of iGaming Business North America’s Fantasy and eSports Section. Follow him on Twitter @HaiOnGaming.
Kfir is an industry veteran with more than 17 years of experience in the online gaming industry , CEO and founder of Ezugi – live dealer software provider. Joining the industry in the year 2000 He was one of the first
employees at Empire Online ,serving in different roles for the company up until 2006 ,ending as a business development director in charge of expansion into the Asian region . After Serving few other roles such as Party
gaming Latin America manager during the years 2007 and 2008 , Mansion's Latin America Territory manager during 2009-2010 .

CEO

Ezugi

Kfir Kugler
Benjamin Carlotti, Co-founder and Managing Director, holds a Master in Sport Finance (Georgetown University). He was a financial consultant for three years, as well as a shareholder of a mobile gaming company. Benjamin
has been following the evolution of the Fantasy Sports industry in the USA and has anticipated its rise on the European market. He therefore launchedOulala.comfour years ago. He regularly speaks at conferences, and
contributes to various B2B publications.
Managing Director

Oulala Games

Benjamin Carlotti

CEO

Vinistic Gaming

Vin Narayanan is a consultant for gaming companies trying to launch Asian-facing businesses or break into the Asian market. Prior to becoming a consultant, he was the Head of Gaming for the Mega Digital Entertainment
Group. As Head of Gaming, he ran the operations for Asian facing online sportsbooks and online casinos and helped develop a global online sportsbook and casino brand. Vin is also one of the world's foremost experts in
Internet and land-based gambling laws and regulations. Prior to becoming the Head of Gaming for the Mega Digital Entertainment Group, he was the Editor-in-Chief for Casino City, the gaming industry's leading news and
information authority. At Casino City, he edited the Internet Gambling Report -- the iGaming industry's legal and regulatory bible. He researched and wrote jurisdictional analyses annually for both the North American Gaming
Almanac -- a comprehensive annual almanac about the land-based gaming industry -- and the iGaming Business Directory -- a comprehensive annual almanac about the online gambling industry. He has also chaired and
moderated sessions at every major iGaming conference and maintains an extensive network of land-based and iGaming regulators, attorneys and professionals.

Vin Narayanan
Kevin Li is the chief executive and co-founder of Inteplay. It is a leading software company providing cutting-edge gaming platforms and content for the iGaming industry.

CEO

Inteplay

Kevin Li
Jaheer joined Limelight in 2010 and has worked with various Gaming, OTT, Media and Broadcast service providers in South East Asia, China and India regions. In the recent years, Jaheer has played an integral role in
helping companies to realize business ROI in their digital transformation journey. Prior to Limelight, Jaheer career spans over 10 years in the IT sector. Jaheer holds a Bachelor Degree in Mechanical Engineering and Masters
in Business Administration degree from NUS Business School.
Regional Sales Director (SE
Asia & ANZ)

Limelight Networks Inc

Jaheer Abbas
Barry Martin has been in the online gaming industry for over 16 years and started the ground breaking Gutshot Group back in 2001 and has had various high profile CEO and Marketing roles over the years. He is now CEO of
the very successful KPI Gaming Consultants which has global presence in Europe, North and South America, Asia and Africa.
Senior Consultant

KPI Consultants

Barry Martin

Charlie Choi

Daniel J.
Kustelski

CEO

Macau Gaming Information
Association

CEO & Co-Founder

Chalkline Sports

Charlie Choi is the founder of Macau Gaming Information Association. Having engaged in gaming industry for many years, he is also a well-known and experienced intermediary of the Macau gaming industry. Currently, he is
the president of Macau Gaming Information Association and the director of Wonderful World Group Limited.
In 2010, he invested in a VIP lounge and served as a strategic consultant in some casinos in Macau. From 2012, he had been continuing to develop an entertainment and betting information platform. In early 2016, he
established the Macau Gaming Information Association (MGIA). MGIA is a platform which connects global gaming industries to share gaming information. Mr Choi aims to support Macau gaming industry via this platform so
it can develop healthily.
In addition, Mr Choi's business is diversified. He developed world's newest baccarat game (DUOBAO) and launching a mobile application. DUOBAO is the innovation of the traditional Baccarat since Mr choi incorporated
some special features of poker, slot machine, lottery to the traditional Baccarat. This large-odds brings incredible entertainment and diversity of baccarat that can satisfy players with different needs.

CEO

Footballbet .com

Creative Director

Royal Wins

David Leppo
Myles Blasonato

Myles Blasonato is a passionate individual who's had the opportunity to work with some of the most talented people in gaming involved with crafting experiences such as God of War, Heavy Rain, Destroy All Humans and
Kash Karnival.
Recently, Myles has been using his video games experience to make fun casino games: adding more depth than pushing a ―spin‖ button by adding layers of skill-game mechanics to the experience.
Christy is the Head of Rewards at PLAYSTUDIOS, the Asia operation of PLAYSTUDIOS Inc. and developer and operator of the myVEGAS franchise of social casino games, including myVEGAS Lucky Life - the company’s
first bespoke game app for Asian audiences.
Christy has been engaged in business development across the online, mobile and social spectrum within Asia Pacific at multinational, online technology companies such as eBay/ PayPal and Expedia. She has extensive
experience in sales & marketing of online and mobile solutions, go-to-market development, new technology & product launches and strategic partnerships.

Head of Rewards

Playstudios Asia

At her current role, Christy heads the proprietary mobile Rewards program where players earn virtual loyalty points and redeem real-world experiences at best-in-class integrated resorts, leisure and lifestyle brands across
APAC.
Christy has a High Distinction MBA from Australian Graduate School of Management (University of New South Wales), a Bachelor of Commerce from University of British Columbia and a Hotel Administration Certificate in
Hotel Revenue Management

Christy Fung

Director

21PINK

Sam Woelm
Barron Stringfellow grew up in Las Vegas Nevada; he is a member of Stringfellow Consulting Services Unlimited (Along with his wife, Athena Stringfellow). Barron is a BSA/Title 31 compliance Specialist and the team
performs Gaming risk assessments and BSA/AML reviews. He also writes Internal Control's and Policies & Procedure's.
In the past, Barron has held Director of Surveillance and Gaming Commission positions in both Tribal and Non-Tribal Venues. He has been given the title ―Entertrainer‖ by those who have experienced him work his magic!
Mr. Stringfellow is an accomplished expert on gaming scams and gaming cheats. He’s been in the gaming industry for over 40 years, and has excelled as a sleight of hand artist as well.
Owner / Entertainer

Stringfellow Consulting
Services Unlimited

Barron's work takes him around the world training surveillance, commissions, state and federal regulatory agencies and performing the Highest Quality BSA/AML Work available anywhere!
You may have seen Barron speaking at NIGA, CNIGA, GLI Roundtable, OTGRA, OIGA, International Association of Gaming Regulators or The International Gaming Conference in Australia. He is recognized as being one of
the top 5 in his field, and was even asked to film a movie of his life, called ―Card Sharp‖, by a well-known Hollywood Film Production Company!

Barron
Stringfellow
Vasilios is a Principal in the Financial Crimes Unit of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (―PwC‖). He brings nearly 25 years of experience assisting both financial institutions and non-financial companies on all aspects of financial
crime compliance with a particular focus on anti-money laundering (AML) and sanctions matters.

Vasilios Chrisos

Principal, Financial Crimes Unit

PriceWaterhouseCoopers

In his work, Vasilios advises casino operators and other gaming companies on the design of comprehensive, risk-based AML and sanctions compliance programs. He and his teams assist with the development of
AML/sanctions risk assessments, improvement of policies, procedures, and controls, execution of enhanced due diligence (EDD) measures for higher-risk patrons (including local language media research, open and human
source inquiries), development of transaction monitoring capabilities, and investigations of potentially suspicious levels of play. He has also guided operators on communication strategies with applicable regulatory
authorities, including regular updates and submissions on the progress of remediation efforts.
Vasilios is a Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialist (CAMS) and currently sits on the Global Advisory Board of the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists (ACAMS). He is also chairs the ACAMS
Gaming Steering Committee. Vasilios also proudly serves on the Board of Trustees for the International Association of Gaming Advisors (IAGA). In 2012, Vasilios received the prestigious ACAMS "Al Gillum Volunteer of the
Year Award" for his significant contributions to the AML, sanctions and financial crime fields.
Mary is a Consulting Director in PwC’s Forensic Services practice who specialises in Financial Crime based in Hong Kong. She has extensive professional consultancy as well as in-house experience in the Anti-Money
Laundering Compliance space for various financial institutions .
Prior to joining AML advisory practices, Mary worked for a leading European bank in Regional AML Compliance team and undertook global and regional AML projects including remediation, high risks account review,
politically exposed person.

Mary Wong

Consulting Director | Forensic
Services

PricewaterhouseCoopers

Mary also acted as joint execution lead for a local regulator in conducting an information collection exercise on the money-laundering / terrorist financing (―ML/TF‖) risks from various licensed corporations and Registered
Institutions. The exercise intends to facilitate the risk assessment of the securities sector as part of the National Risk Assessment (―NRA‖) of the jurisdiction.
She was the execution lead on a large scale AML remediation project, where PwC is engaged to assist a multinational banking institution with operations in Hong Kong and Singapore to ensure its policies, procedures and
documentation of client files etc. to comply with the HKMA and MAS requirements as well as the Group standard.
She conducted thematic AML reviews for global financial institutions, including banks and insurance company in Hong Kong.
She delivered AML/CFT training to regulators and private sectors entities, including senior management, compliance officers, in Hong Kong, China and Macau on AML/CFT best practices.

Manhim Yu is a Partner with the Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services at Ernst & Young with over 19 years of experience focusing on financial crime investigations, look-backs, and regulatory inquiries related to AML,
sanctions, and anti-bribery and corruption matters.
Partner, Fraud Investigation &
Dispute Services

Ernst & Young

Manhim Yu

Director

RSM Corporate Avisory
(Hong Kong) Limited

―Since 2012, Ian has become a leading figure in advising and working on casino and gaming related bankruptcy matters originating from Macau, Singapore, the Philippines, other Asian countries as well as Las Vegas. He
has an excellent track record of structuring settlements and work outs for both clients and bankrupts, post-bankruptcy order and was amongst the first corporate advisory specialists to have Hong Kong bankruptcy
proceedings recognized as foreign main proceedings under Chapter 15 in the USA, Canada and elsewhere. During the last 5 years, Ian has overseen over 40 high profile bankruptcy cases and has provided advice on
bankruptcy proceedings and issues relating to a further 100 cases in Hong Kong.
Ian also assists the gaming industry with second-tier checking of patrons to gauge their financial credibility to obtain credit also to confirm ownership of assets and background checking as well as taking appointments as
Bankruptcy Trustee. Similarly Ian has lead administrations extending to corporate entities and junket organizations. Ian’s experience has been pivotal in reporting on investigations to locate assets and individuals in China.
This type of research has proven to be effective to locate a bankrupt or debtor who has absconded to jurisdictions where a gaming debt may be difficult to enforce.‖

Ian Pearson
Ms. Jane Tsai is CEO at JCT Holdings, a business development and marketing strategy consultancy for the hospitality, entertainment and gaming industry. An innovative entrepreneur, Ms. Tsai has 20+ years’ experience in
corporate branding, consumer research, CRM & business strategy, delivering impactful results for multi-national clients. A professional thought leader dedicated to helping clients grow their business.

JCT Holdings Group

Ms. Tsai’s previous professional experience includes executive positions in:
- Expedia & Hotels.com, APAC Regional Marketing Director
- Galaxy Entertainment Group, Vice President for International Development
- Galaxy Entertainment Group, Vice President for Marketing Communications
- Expedia, Media Solutions, Director of Product Marketing
- Expedia and Hotels.com, CRM Marketing Manager
- Young & Rubicam Brands, Microsoft HRD, Global Account Director
- Tequila Hong Kong, General Manager

Jane Tsai
Rui is a partner at MdME, a leading Macau full service law firm and a member of Lex Mundi – the world’s leading network of independent law firms with in-depth experience in 100+ countries worldwide. Rui heads the firm’s
Corporate|Gaming practice where he regularly acts for industry investors, casino operators, equipment manufacturers and gaming promoters. He often assists issuers, sponsors and underwriters in relation to listings of
Macau gaming interests with overseas capital markets. As of late, Rui has been actively advising sector players in emerging gaming jurisdictions across the Asia-Pacific region, including operators in Vietnam and the
Philippines and government agencies in Cambodia and Lao. Rui is ranked as leading Gaming Lawyer in Asia-Pacific by Chambers and Partners.
Partner

MdME

Rui Pinto Proenca

Associate Director, International
Center for Gaming Regulation

University of Nevada, Las
Vegas

Jennifer Roberts is the Associate Director of the International Center for Gaming Regulation at University of Nevada Las Vegas. Ms. Roberts was previously a partner at Duane Morris LLP. Prior to that, she was a
shareholder in the Gaming & Regulatory Department of Lionel Sawyer & Collins. Her gaming law practice included representation of clients in all areas of gaming law, including licensing, compliance, and gaming law and
regulatory development. Ms. Roberts’ legal practice includes alcohol beverage licensing and compliance, as well as land use and zoning, business licensing, and regulatory and administrative law.
Ms. Roberts is an adjunct professor at the William S. Boyd School of Law, teaching courses on introduction to gaming law, gaming law policy, fundamentals of casino operations and management, and resort hotel casino
law. She is also an adjunct professor in gaming law at the S.J. Quinney College of Law at the University of Utah.

Jennifer Roberts
MR. TONY TONG is a co-founder of Pacific Financial Services, Vice Chairman of Macau Gaming Information Association MGIA , Vice Chairman of China Credit & Risk Management Association.
Pacific Financial Services is a leading consulting company and has been engaged by many international clients, banks, financial institutions, investment funds, private equity firms, casinos operators, for risk management,
credit check, investment due diligence, accounts receivable, legal debt collection, in Hong Kong, Macau and China.
Mr. Tong is regarded as an expert in China's credit risk management, VIP services, due diligence, lending and collection services.
Vice Chairman

Macau Gaming Information
Association

Tony Tong

Editor at Large- Inside Asian
Gaming

Muhammad
Cohen

Forbes Asia

Former diplomat and city planner Muhammad Cohen has covered business in Asia since 1995 and focused on its gaming industry since 2006. He’s currently Editor at Large for Inside Asian Gaming and a contributor to
Forbes Asia and the South China Morning Post’s This Week in Asia. He was Special Correspondent for Macau Business, and his work has also appeared in Time Asia, The Asia Wall Street Journal, Asia Times and The
Guardian. After writing in the US for The New York Times, Washington Post, Sports Illustrated and many others, Cohen joined CNN as a news writer and producer in Washington, then moved to Hong Kong in 1995 (for six
months, he thought) as a producer with CNBC. In Hong Kong, he returned to print at Bloomberg as a regional business editor, worked as an editor at both Hong Kong English language dailies and headed regional media
relations for a top US multinational. Cohen also wrote Hong Kong On Air, a novel set during the 1997 handover about TV news, love, betrayal, high finance and cheap lingerie, and founded Writing Clinic, customized tutorials
where writing gets better. You can follow him at www.muhammadcohen.com and on Twitter @MuhammadCohen.

Mr. Ian Hughes is Vice President of Global Services for GLI. Mr. Hughes is responsible for directing and overseeing professional services provided by GLI laboratories and providing technical advice and certification services
to regulators globally. Mr. Hughes has been actively engaged in the compliance of gaming equipment globally for the past 20 years and is currently based in Las Vegas, Nevada.

Vice President of Global
Services,

Gaming Laboratories

He is also responsible for GLI Operations in the Asia Pacific region, is the Managing Director of GLI Australia and was responsible for the compliance evaluation of both national and state systems, including the NSW
monitoring system and the New Zealand system. He is a regular liaison of GLI’s global laboratories, planning to achieve maximum utilization of resources and client services. As part of that responsibility, he contributes and
oversees implementation of operating and strategic plans. He ensures the development and use of tools and other methods to make sure client expectations are consistently being met. In fact, he led the development of many
of GLI’s innovative and value-added tools, including GLI Link®, Point.Click.Transfer.SM, and GLI S.C.A.L.E.SM.
Mr. Hughes takes an active role and represents GLI interests on various committees and industry forums with regard to gaming policy and standards where he brings his passion, expertise and knowledge. Mr. Hughes holds
a Bachelors Degree in Electronic Engineering and a Masters Degree in Business Administration.

Ian Hughes
Varun has over 15 years of experience in technology, finance, and casino analytics. Over the last five years, he oversaw gaming optimization and established analytical processes to measure and improve profitability at
Sands China in Macau and Caesars Entertainment in Las Vegas, two of the world’s largest casino operators. Most recently he served as the Vice President, Strategy at GALE Partners, where he focused on gaming and
marketing strategy for casinos.
At Tangam, Varun’s focus will be helping Tangam’s partners leverage the full potential of the award-winning TYM software for table games yield management. He will work closely with Tangam’s partners to implement table
games yield management best practices and lend expertise to drive improvements in operational profitability through improved analytics.
SVP of Gaming Strategy

Varun Nayak

Tangam Systems

Varun is a computer scientist by training and received his MBA from UCLA Anderson in Finance and Strategy.

